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SGA election results certified following complaint
Brent Watson
Assignments Editor

On April 5, 2004, the
Student Government As
sociation elections were
certified.
After some controversy,
the elections, which began
on March 29, were officially
finalized.
As per the elections codeset
forth by the SGA, charges of
violations to the codes were
brought forward by Senator
Justin Lybarger against
some key members of the
election.
An administrative hear
ing consisting of the senate
body as a whole was con
ducted on April 5in order to
address the accusations.
Of the four charges pre-

sented to the Senate, only
one was found to actually
violate the elections code.
That violation was com
mitted by Vice President
elect Rena Dixon, who ad
mitted fault on behalf of her
campaign staff.

Her actions violated the dressed."
He continued by defining
section of the code that
prohibits the posting of his obligation with, "I feel
campaign materials on the that it is my duty as Senator
to voice the
outside of
buildings "I wish we had 100% complaints
on campus. of the students votinguf.t0
This after all, these elected
stu"
charge set students will repre- ,1'. ,
off a discus sent the entire student ,.In ^1S ?c~
tion,lessstusion, that Ln(jv "
y"
will be con
-A1 Harris dents voted
sidered by
Director of Student Activities than did in
the previous
next year's
year.
Senate, of
About 8% of the student
whether or not the SGA
considers Compass Point as body (571 students) placed
a part of t he physical cam their votes through the web
voting method accessible on
pus of Armstrong.
The sanction against SHIP.
In SGA elections through
Dixon was that she would
present a formal apology to out the state, average stu
the Senate on April 12, the dent participation lies be
following SGA meeting.
tween 5 and 10 percent.
Al Harris, the director
Lybarger, who was defeat
ed for the office of Trea sur of Student Activities, re
er, replied to questions of marked, "I am happy with
his motive by commenting, the number of students who
"I brought up these charges voted, although I would like
for the sake of principle and about fifteen to twenty per
so that any unclear points cent."
Harris expressed his de
of the code could be ad-

sire for more student in
volvement in electing SGA
members by saying, "I wish
we had 100% of the students
voting; after all, these elect
ed students will represent
the entire student body."
The offices t hat were up
for election were President,
Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary, and Senator.
Two executive offices
went unopposed, allowing
Gretchen Stewart to win the
office of President with 513
votes and Amanda Robin
son to be declared Secretary
with 520 votes.
The office of Vice P resi
dent came down to Rena
Dixon and Chris Lancia,
which Dixon obtained with
her 338 votes to Lancia's
207 votes.
The office of Treasurer had
three candidates vying for
the seat: Sam Kennedy, who
prevailed with 233 votes,
Justin Lybarger, with 176
votes, and Jeremiah Cam
eron, with 142 votes.
The following students

have been voted in to a
Senator position, with a re
markable showing going to
Megan Iorio who received
105 votes, more than double
the next highest vote recipi
ent among the senators:
•Megan Iorio
•Meredith Stafford
•Tiffany Dodgen
•Ashley Brannen
•Sarah Chamberlain
•Charlene Hamilton
•Krystal Williams
•Alexander Collins
•Jason Futch
•Calum Crampton
•Jeremy Windus
•Brejette Mickens
•Michael Dansforth
•LeAndres Armstrong
•Lauren Hunsberger
•Hayley Kelly
•Jeremy Peacock
•Jonathan Brazeli
As of the certification of
this election, 10 senator
positions are still available
to those who apply in the
Student Activities Office
and are appointed to the
Senate.

Regents Test registration will soon be automatic
Karen Daiss
StaffWriter

"I forgot to register for the
Regents Test...again!!"
Many undergraduate
students at Armstrong fail
to take the Regents Test by
their 45th credit hour (or
second term of enrollment
for transfer students with
30 or more semester credit
hours) as required by the
Board of Regents in order
to graduate from the uni.versity.
Failure to sign up and
take the Regents' Test on
time is hurting Armstrong's
reputation with the Board of
Regents and causing these
students to pay.for remedial
classes that most likely could
have been prevented just by
taking the test on time.
HEALTH:

Healthy Eating
Page 6

In an effort to combat this
non-compliance, Dr. Beth
Howells, Composition Coor
dinator for the Department
of Languages, Literature,
and Philosophy, and other
members of the "Regents'
Test Task Force" have de
vised an automatic Regents'
Test Registration System.
Beginning during preregistration for Fall 2004,
when students approach
ing 45 credit hours log into
S.H.I.P. to register for class
es, theywill be directed tothe
Regents' Test Registration
window to sign up for the
next available testing date.
Students cannot complete
the pre-registration proce
dure until they have signed
up to take the Regents' Test.
Once sign-up is complete,
the test session will be added
CALENDAR: Get the
latest info on what's
happening at Arm
strong • Page 12

to the student's schedule and
bill as a reminder.
Notifications in the form
of mailings, web messages,
and bulletins around campus
will still be implemented to
remind student's of the test
dates.
To ensure that student's
comply with the rules set
by the Board of Regents and
take the Regents' Test prior
to their 45th credit hour, the
university will e nforce new
policies for student's who
do not take the test at their
specified time.
Any student who does
not attend the test will be
dropped from their pre-reg
istration courses and forced
to register during late reg
istration (when classes are
mostly full and times are
limited).

Eronina ties
record • Page 10

Any student who fails to
attend the test a second time
will be required to take the
remedial reading and/or
writing courses the following
term (RGTE0199 and RGTR
0198), courses that are not
covered by financial aid.
Statistics show that
Armstrong has a high pass
rate for the Regents' Test.
In the year 2002-2003,
86% of stu dents passed the
reading portion of the test
and 82% passed the writing
portion placing Armstrong
in the top ten schools in the
University System of G eor
gia, results ranking similar
to those from Georgia Tech
and UGA.
However, the students who
do not take the test prior to
their 45th credit hour are
counted as failures by the

Board of Regents, which
significantly drops the pass
rate by 35% to 61% and 56%,
respectively.
The compliance rate calcu
lated into the pass rate and
used by the Board of Regents
portrays Armstrong in a
negative light as compared to
other schools in the system.
Awareness and enforce
ment of these policies will
benefit the school and the
students.
Automatic Regents registra
tion is likelyto ensure higher
compliance tocooperate with
the regulations set forth by
the Board of Regents, show
case Armstrong's high pass
rate, act as an incentive for
students to register and take
the test on time so that they
do not have to pay for reme
dial courses.
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*TOP TEN*
Intramural Events for the
2004-2005 School Year
10. feral feline Rodeo
9- Cross Campus Running
8. financial Aid Paper Work Shuttle Run
7. foursquare
6. Construction Area Obstacle Course
A Surfing at "Iljbee
A. Parting Lot Car Dodging
A Coed Dodee Ball
2. Hacku Sack
Coeci Naked Cross Country (Streaking)
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Real Majors of Genius

This week we salute you Streetlight Bulb-Changer. Your ability to shed light on the questions of the night astounds us. After out late
night (early morning) parties come to an end and our happiness begins to wear off, it is your actions that allow us to see whether or not
7nT f\f SAT
^our teowledge
of which wattage bulb to use so that they are not so bright that an officer can read your
ID but bright enough for you to find it is truly scientific genius, which we greatly appreciate. Thanks to the technological advancements
in luminescence that you bring to our small school, we no longer have to 'burn the midnight oil. So nat vourself on the hack Streetlight
Bulb-Changer, for if it weren't for you, we may need to install lights on the front of each person's cC aL no onrwould wanfhf

Campus News
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-compiled by Sasha McBrayer

• ART MAJORS SUFFER DUE TO BUDGET CUTS
Every department on campus seems to be buckling under the shadow of ominous budget cuts. Students are also beginning to
feel the burn. Art majors are required to pay lab fees on top of regular tuition and the cost of books. These fees range from 45 to
60 dollars per semester. In the case of ceramics and sculpture classes, when a student runs out of clay he or she must also pay to
obtain extra. Taken together, these costs help define starving artists. The newest development is a lack of funds for paying
models with due to statewide budget cuts. Models, both clothed and nude, are essential for not only gaining understanding of
the human figure, but for creating life-like pieces. The same products simply cannot come from photographs. For the remainder
of this semester students may have to pay out of pocket for models. While art majors are certainly not the only people suffering,
this case is only another example of the cash drought.

• NAGOYA TO STAY UNTIL 2006
Great food around campus is often difficult to find. Luckily for Armstrong, we have two decent Japanese restaurants within
walking distance. Nagoya is located in the Publix shopping center. The family-owned business boasts terrific service and hot,
fresh food. While Hirano's across the street has a similar menu and a superior sushi bar, Nagoya is cheaper and often supplies
a friendlier atmosphere. In light of the acquisition of the Publix shopping center by Armstrong, fans of the little restaurant were
concerned that Nagoya would be going out of business. Fortunately, this is not the case. The owners have stated that they are
staying around, as their lease is good until 2006.

• ARMSTRONG TO HONOR TOP STUDENTS DURING ARMSTRONGFEST
Armstrong will hold the 2004 Awards Convocation—an annual event that honors Armstrong's finest and brightest students—on
April 15. This event displays the often remarkable and inspirational accomplishments of student scholars. The convocation will
begin at 7 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. The public is invited to attend this impressive event. For more information, call
Student Activities at 912.927.5300.

• CGWP TEACHERS HONORED
The Georgia Council of Teachers of English (GCTE) named Patricia West, an English teacher from Tompkins Middle School,
and Sharonda Johnson, an English teacher from Savannah High School, "Teachers of the Year" during its conference at Calloway
Gardens in February. Both women are teacher consultants for the Coastal Georgia Writing Project (CGWP) at Armstrong. The
C G W Pi st h el o c a l c h a p t e ro ft h eN a t i o n a l W r i t i n g P r o j e c t ( N W P ) .
. . .
.
. . ,
As teacher consultants, West and Johnson lead workshops for other teachers to improve how writing is taught in pre-landergarten
through college levels and therefore help improve the writing standards throughout coastal Georgia. The CGWP, established in
1991 at Armstrong, strives to improve the quality of teaching locally and, as partners with the NWP, on a national level.
Patricia West, a graduate of Armstrong, received her Master's of Education in Secondary English from Georgia Southern University
in 1996 and now teaches at Tompkins Middle School. She is currently taking supplementary graduate courses in secondary
English at Armstrong. She has been a teacher consultant for the CGWP since 1993. In addition to consulting and organizing
workshops, she coordinates the New Teacher Initiative program, and will be representing the CGWP m Philadelphia this April
during the NWP's Urban Sites Conference.
Sharonda Johnson, a tenth grade teacher at Savannah High School and a DeWitt-Wallace Pathways to Teaching Scholar has
also been a Teacher Consultant for the CGWP at Armstrong since 1997- She is a member of the leadership team for the New Teacher
Initiative and the Urban Sites Network. As a teacher consultant, Johnson directs the Youth Summer Writing project. Additionally,
she has represented the CGWP at the NWP's Urban Sites Task Force in the past.

OPC selects Craig Morrison as Outstanding Advisor
Justin Lybarger
Office Manager

Each semester, the Or
ganizational
Presidents
Council (OPC), composed
of the student leaders of
recognized
organizations
on campus, recognizes an
organizational advisor who
has been exceptional in
their duties.
Past winners have includ
ed Dr. Michael Snowden, for
his work with Kappa Alpha
Psi, Dr. Judy Awong-Taylor,
for her work with the Biol
ogy Club, Dr. Jill Miller, for
her work with the Honors
Program, and Dr. Mark Finlay, also for working with
the Honors Program.
Craig Morrison was re
cently selected as the Out

...
standing Advisor of the
Semester by the OPC.
This is an honor that is
greatly deserved and appre
ciated by all of the students
that work with him in his
duties as an advisor.
Currently, Morrison works
n the Registrar's office an d
acts as an advisor to both
Alpha Phi Omega and the
Quiz Bowl Team.
Morrison has been one of
the most astute advisors for
Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed,
national service fraternity.
He has shown great sup
port in helping both A Phi
O and the community as a
whole.
He has stayed with us, even
when things were looking
bleak, and is always there to
lend a helping hand.
Morrison has been a great

, •in recruiting for
r Alpha
» 1 _L. i —
help
Phi Omega, recently pulling
in a number of members,
helping us to reach the num
ber required to complete the
chartering process.
Morrison is also the advi
sor for the Quiz Bowl team.
Along with Al Harris and
Dr. Jim Byrd, he has been
an integral part of th e OPC
Quiz Bowl Competition.
He is always willing to get
involved and stay involved
with different activities
around the school.
Right now, the Quiz Bowl
team depends heavily on
him as an advisor and
greatly respects all of the
effort that he puts into the
organization.
Congratulations Craig
Morrison!

m

'

:

APhiO and Quiz Bowl Advisor Craig Morrison, Outstanding Advisor for Spring 2004. - M. O'Brien

Advice
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Our Two Cents

Cyrus' Take
An eating disorder has less to
do with the disorder and MORE to
do with that person's image of him
or herself.
I have a friend who use to be
bulimic. She is the type of person
that keeps to herself mostly. You
would never think that she would
worry herself over how she looked
or whether she was fat or skinny
enough.
And I never understood
it because she is one of the most
beautiful people I know.
Fortunately, soon enough
she also realized that beauty is in
side her, as well as on the outisdewe all possess that.
When we don't hear those words
of encouragement or, when we wish
ourselves to be like something we
are not, we are admitting that we do
not like ourselves.
Your friend needs to know
that he/she is loved for who she is,
just the way she is. Although you
can not compete with society, for
society and television teaches us to
love Victoria's Secret and try to be
like Heidi Klume or Tyra Banks.
The reality is, that what we
see on T.V. and all of these models
are NOT really what we see. They
are made up, some of them spend
HOURS trying to look that way.
Your friend needs to know this.
Also, it may be that her family puts
her down, by making constant jokes
about her weight or the way she
looks.
Maybe you can begin to
take up for her, if you're around

mr
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Cyrus Steele II
Advice Columnist

Tara Gergacs
Advice Columnist

My best friend has an eating disorder. What
do I do to help?
when this happens. Perhaps you
can show her people who REALLY
struggle with being overweight.
I had one friend who is very,
very thin say, "I need to run more!"
The thing is, she said this in front
of a girl who weighs MORE THAN
HER! The chubby girl somewhat
'rolled' her eyes at my friend, be
cause she would LOVE to be in her
skin!
You see, there are people who re
ally do struggle with their weight
however, they still find something
about themselves to love.
They know to work on those
things that they don't like about
themselves in a healthy dynamic
way, not by listening to the world
but, listening to their hearts. And
th^iearH^TeaudftiUhin^^^^^

Got a questionthatyou want
answeredr
Need some advice on what to do with your relationship? Just need an
other opinion on how to say what you want to that special someone? No
matter what the question, we've got an answer, and if we don't, we'll find
you one! E-mail us at:

talk_to_us_04@hotmail.com
All questions will be kept confidential!

Tara's Opinion:
An eating disorder is a seri
ous disease and your friend needs
help now. First you need to famil
iarize yourself with the two types of
eating disorders.
Your friend could be bu
limic or anorexic. If your friend is
eating everything in sight and then
goes to the bathroom for a long
time, then she/he is bulimic.
Bulimia Nervosa is when
someone vomits their food up after
they eat. "The prevalence of Buli
mia Nervosa among adolescent and
young adult females ranges from 4%
- 20%. The rate of occurrence of this
disorder in males is approximately
one-tenth of that in females."

Alpha Sigma Tau
Looking for friendship &
sisterhood?
Join the Philian Society!

Head over to Student Affairs @ Compass Point and speak to a coun
selor!
Call 927-5374 to set up an
appointment!

KAPPA
SIGMA

jL
'-4.

April 15 -MCC 204
Interest Meeting 5:00PM
April 16 - 10am to 1:30pm
Info Table in quad followed by FREE Lunch

Feeling stressed out?

11 your friend is constantly
exercising and not eating then she/
he is anorexic.
Anorexia Nervosa is when
someone starves themselves to
achieve a certain weight.
"One percent of all females
in late adolescence and early adult
hood meet the full criteria for An
orexia Nervosa. The percentage of
females attending College tends to
be higher."
Approach your friend and
find out why he/she is not eating
correctly.
He/she will probably
deny that they have a problem, but
it is up to you to help your friend
find a healthy life again.
Since their bodies are not
getting the vitamins and minerals
that they need on a daily basis their
bodies will eventually become weak
and they can die.
You may notice some be
havioral changes in your friend as
well, like withdrawal from social
activities and not paying attention
in classes.
He/she may also be very
depressed with thoughts of suicide
and self disgust. It will be very hard
to convince your friend that he/she
has a problem because they will not
want to believe that he/she is kill
ing him/herself.
Call a health professional,
a counselor, or a family member of
your friend. They can guide you in
the right direction in what to do to
help your friend.
For now, stay with your
friend and help him/her to see that
there are ways to have a great body
without starving it to death.

http:/AST-EpsilonGamma.tripod.com

THE MOST

msmnm
MAN IN THE

COUNTRY

To joinor for more information call or email
@

(912)272-7575
AST_EpsilonGamma@yahoo.com

Join us as we bring a new
chapter of Kappa Sigma to
Armstrong!
at
newaasufratemity@yahoo.com

Life

Karen Daiss
Fashion Columnist

The Perfect Summer Dress

1

summer nights at the beach or
riverfront.
Dress up a strapless dress
for a wedding, graduation,
or evening party with a shiny
beaded necklace, buckle front
mules, and a clutch purse.
For a more conservative look,
throw on a pearl button or
satin trimmed cardigan and
dainty kitten heels. Pin a silk
flower at the top or on the hip
of a solid color dress, or try ty
ing a ribbon around the waist
for an extra special touch.

For a dressed down look
that can take you from Satur
day shopping to a dinner and
movie date, pair the dress with
a denim jacket or sporty hoody,
canvas bag and flip flops. Espadrilles that tie at the ankle,

Just like a great pair of
jeans, a simple dress is the perfect
staple for summer. The perfect
summer dress can take you any
where from your cousin's wedding
to your brother's graduation and
then straight to your best friends
beach party. The key is to find a
dress that is versatile and can be
dressed up or down for any occa
sion.
The best option this summer
is a strapless dress in a pretty pas
tel color with subtle detailing such
as embroidery or a retro inspired
print. These dresses showcase the
neck, collarbone, and shouldersthe most graceful parts of a wom
an's body. Choose a dress that is
cotton with about 5% spandex for
stretch. A structured top and built
in bra keep everything in place up
top, while the hem should fall just
above or slightly below the knee.
Strapless dresses are cool enough
to wear in the hot sticky months
ahead and can easily be paired
with a button front cardigan or
light denim jacket for those crisp

Jackie O sunglasses, and a
straw bag can also complete
the dress for any
casual occasion.
The Look:
Embroidered strapless dressWet Seal $19.99
3/4 length denim jacket- Gap
$64

Vintage inspired bag- Urban
Outfitters.com $34
Kitten Heel sandals with de
tachable flower pin- Old Navy
$12.50

Alternative Options:
Strapless flirt dress- Gap $48
Strapless retro sundressAmerican Eagle $48
Satin trim cardigan- Gap $44
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Now I'm no rocket sci
entist, but are you planning on
playing a game of impromptu
game of basketball or some
thing?
What about the other
Phillip Pope
group who in the dead smack of
Fashion Columnist
winter has on flip-flops with a
It has come to my atten- trench coat! Did you not get the
tion that some of you, or maybe memo that the daily high would
all of you have taken it upon only be forty-six degrees!
yourselves to commit the most
It is almost as if you some
heinous of crimes!
how forgot that your feet get cold
What is this crime I have too. So this is the memo for you
been noticing? Wearing socks to get on the bandwagon and unwith sandals or wearing socks derstand your feet have feelings
with flip-flops!
also.
Any-,lri
j Spring is finally
one
who OcUlCLcLlS 3YQ IIlclQCpeeking its head
knows
me. i
..i
.around the corner
will be able to^O D0 WO Til WltllOlltso if you are about
tell you that
T„
tlPnPP frto pull the sandals
my
biggest
' lldlL/C LllC^own from the atpet peeve of name SANDal " tic'there are a few
things to keep in
all times is
mind.
wearing socks
No one wants to see those
with sandals. It's almost as if for
some unknown reason, people crusty feet, so PLEASE ta ke the
decide that they feel like doing time to perform the necessary
spring in the middle of winter measures to make the dogs look
and the anticipation of waiting presentable!
Do keep in mind that if
another three months for spring
has some how taken them over. your pants come above your
Sandals are made to be ankle, then chances are you need
worn without socks, hence the to wear a sandal or a flip-flop. If
name SANDal. They are de not, it will appear as if you some
signed for you to feel sand on how forgot the jeans from your
your toes, to be one with the sophomore year of high school
earth, to be at peace with the no longer fits. Like I said, letting
go is easier than you think!
beach, well you get the picture.
Put it this way, would you
wear socks with your sandals to
the beach? If you would do that,
then we have a lot of work to do,
literally!
There are plenty of closed
toe shoes that you can get away
with this act. Birkenstocks are
a prime example. Worn with
or without socks, this shoe still
makes a great completion to any
ensemble. That is the one and
only exception to the rule.
However, I have noticed
that many people like to wear
Need help picking out clothes
their socks with sport sandals.
for a date? Got a friend who
You just have to love it when you
does not know how to dress?
see someone with those Adidas Email all questions and or con
athletic sandals with a pair of
cerns about fashion to:
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu
jeans and a jacket.
Attn: Fashion
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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It's Good to Know: Healthy foods will do your body good

Kasey Ray
Health Columnist

It is tough being a col
lege student, but it is even
harder trying to incorporate
a healthy eating style into a
hectic schedule amid all the
other hurdles we encoun
ter.
I have found some foods
that are essential to healthy
living and that can increase
our overall well-being into
our golden years (if you
can think past the upcom
ing finals).
The first nutrient that is
very important is calcium.
Calcium, as we all know,
keeps our bones strong
and will reduce the chance

of fracturing our bones as
we get older. It also keeps
our teeth strong, helps your
muscles contract, keeps
your heart beating, lowers
your risk of colon polyps,
and helps you lose weight.
Studies have shown that
women who consume
calcium from low-fat
dairy products (at
least 1,000 milligrams
a day) show an overall
weight decrease.
The best way to get
calcium in your
body is with citric
acid, like cereal
with milk and or
ange juice.
The next important nu
trient is fiber. Fiber is
important because it keeps
our cholesterol down, our
blood sug- ar levels low,
* and keeps
our bowels
working
properly.
Fiber
a l s o
* makes us
feel
full,
helping us
control our

weight.
You can find fiber in foods
like apples, barley, beans,
fruits, vegetables, oatmeal,
and brown rice.
Antioxidants are good for
you because they prevent
cellular damage, protect
against heart disease
and cancer, and
improve
bal
ance, memory
and other cogni
tive skills.
The foods that
contain antioxi
dants are almonds, ber
ries, citrus fruit, carrots,
spinach, tomatoes, and
bell peppers.
Soy is a great nutrient
because it lowers choles
terol, reduces risk of heart
disease, is high in iron, and
has been reported to help
women during preg
nancy and labor,
and helps women
in menopause with
their
symptoms,
such as hot flashes.
You can find soy in
foods such as tofu,
soymilk, soy nuts,
and green soybeans.

If you are afraid to try tofu,
cook it with other food be
cause it takes on the flavor
of what it is cooked with.
Water is very important
to our bodies. We need it to
flush out all of the toxins in
our body, to keep our tissues
hydrated, to keep our energy
up, to help fiber do its job,
to keep us looking young
and to keep us from feeling
fatigued.
If you have a hard time
drinking water,
try it with a slice
of lemon, lime,
or orange. You
can also put a
sprig of mint in
your water for a
different taste.
Still not in
terested? You can also get
water from gelatin, frozen
yogurt, soups,
^ watermelon,
pickles,
oranges,
lettuce, or
tomatoes.
Another
way to get
the nutri
ents
you

need is to
look at i
the color
of
the
food.
Deep
g r e e n
foods, such
as broccoli, prevent colon
cancer, and spinach, in
addition to the abilities it
bestows on Popeye, is al so
a good source of calcium.
Red foods, such as toma
toes, are good
because they
contain lycopene,
which
combats pros
tate and cervi
cal cancer.
Orange and
yellow foods,
such as squash, carrots,
and yams, promote healthy
lungs.
Deep blue and purple
foods, such as plums and
berries, lower risk of hea rt
disease and improve men
tal functioning.

Join the Best Party on Campus!!

Meetings are held. Wednesdays @
noon in
MCC 206
We promote the Republican Party &
their beliefs to the Youth of America
and we want YOU to help!
For more information contact:

Join us for in bringing Kappa Sigma to
Armstrong!
For more info, contact:
newaasufraternity @ yahoo.com.

tybeeflsh@aol.com

Ml Ml
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#7-ranked Lady Pirates sweep PBC doubleheader from USC
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

The No. 7-ranked
Armstrong Atlantic State
Pirates kept their quest for a
Peach Belt Conference title
alive with a doubleheader
sweep of USC Aiken on
Tuesday afternoon at the
Pirate Softball Field.
Chelce Culberson's grand
slam home run paced the
Pirates in an 8-o win in
game one, while blasts by
Stacy Oliver and Valeria
Silvestrini gave AASU a 3-0
win in game two.

AASU improves to 35-4
overall and 13-3 in the PBC,
while USC Aiken falls to 3027, 8-12 in the PBC.
The Pirates now need to
win their final four games to
tie Kennesaw State at 17-3
for a share of the Peach Belt
Conference regular season
title.
On Senior Day at Pirate
Field, AASU came out in
game one and plated six
runs in the second inning
- capped by Culberson's
grand slam - off of USC Ai the fifth with two runs on an
RBI single by Jenny Alfirov
ken starter Amy Fox (6-7).
The Pirates (35-4, 13-3 and an RBI groundout by
PBC) finished the game in Lindsay Phillips to win, 8-0,

in five innings.
Katya Eronina pitched
four no-hit innings, strik
ing out seven, to pick up
the win, while Fox gave up
eight hits and eight runs
- three earned - in 4 2/3
innings to take the loss.
Eronina (25-0) came
back in game two and
hurled a complete-game
four-hit shutout, striking
out eight, to win her 28th
consecutive decision, tying
her with Missy Paterson of
Coker for the fifth-longest
streak in NCAA Division II
history.
Junior Stacy Oliver put

the Pirates up with a solo
home run - the first of her
career - in the fourth inning,
then Silvestrini followed with
a two-run shot in the fifth.
JoAnn Jones (12-11) went
the distance for USC A iken,
giving up seven hits and three
runs to take the loss for the
Pacers, who had just five hits
in the doubleheader.
Oliver had three hits, in
cluding the home run, in the
doubleheader to lead the Pi
rates offensively.
AASU next travels to Spar
tanburg, S.C., for a 1:00 p.m.
doubleheader with the Rifles
on Saturday, April 10.

Barriger leads #26-ranked Pirates to split of doubleheader with Francis Marion
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

-

Francis Marion University
and 26th-ranked Armstrong
Atlantic State University
each received two stellar
pitching performances as
the squads split a Peach Belt
Conference baseball doubleheader that lasted a scant
four hours and five minutes,
Saturday afternoon.
FMU senior right-hander
Erin J ones (6-3) tossed an
eight-hitter and allowed
only one earned run as
Francis Marion claimed a 53 win in the first game that
last only 1:55. AASU junior
righty Marcus Barriger (62) returned the favor by
hurling a three-hitter as the
Pirates took a 2-0 win in the
seven-inning second game
that lasted only 1:39.
Francis Marion won two of
the three games in the series
to improve to 23-17 and 1014 in the PBC. AASU is now
26-16 and 8-10.
In the opener, AASU took
an early 2-0 lead after two
innings. An error by Jones

led to a first-inning
run
that scored on a sacrifice
by Adam Pelley. Outfielder
Brandon McKinnon singled
in the second and later
scored on an RBI-single by
senior Brian Dice.
FMU answered with a
three-run third inning. A
double by Adam Dutka and
an error by Pirate right
hander Leon Boyd place two
Patriot runners on with one
out. Shortstop J ason Weaver singled home Dutka with
the first run, and two batters
later, junior Luke Ogletree
delivered a two-run single
to put FMU ahead 3-2.
The Patriots pushed across
two insurance runs in the
eighth frame on a sacrifice
fly by -Weaver and an RBIsingle by Ogletree. Ogletree
finished
the three-game
series five-for-ten with five
RBIs.
Boyd (5-4) allowed only
eight hits and walked no
one in his eight innings, and
only three of the FMU runs
were earned. Jones posted
his 27th complete game in
39 career starts as a Patriot.

He fanned four Pirates and
Padgett (6-2) suffered lowed only one Patriot baseralso walked no one.
only his second loss in unner to reach second.
FMU leadoff man Bran eight decisions despite al
No player on either side
don McClure collected two lowing only five hits and had more than one hit in the
doubles in four at bats and no earned runs. He struck second contest. The secondfreshman Nick Stewart out seven, while walking game defeat was only FMU's
was two-for-three to match four.
11th loss in its last 51 home
Ogletree
(two-for-four)
Barriger fanned three, games.
for hitting honors in the walked only one, and al
opener.
Pirate second baseman
Rob Recuenco and first
baseman Steven Kinney
each went two-for-four in
the first game.
In the second game, AASU
tallied both its runs in the
second inning. Senior des
So-umty. 9LcniiXment
ignated hitter Kyle Maddux
tripled to open the frame.
After McKinnon walked,
Dustin Thomas bunted
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back to the mound and
FMU lefty Phil Padgett's
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a fly out, Dice bunted to first
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base, but Ogletree's toss to
the covering Dutka was wild
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#7-ranked Pirates' winning streak halted at four
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Armstrong Atlantic State
shot a final-round 294 on
Tuesday afternoon to finish
tied for fourth at the 2004
Southeastern Collegiate at
the Valdosta Golf Club in
Valdosta, Ga., ending the
Pirates' winning streak at
four.
The Pirates finished with
a three-day total of 885, 10
strokes b ehind team cham
pion West Florida, who

closed out the wire-to-wire
victory with a 294 round on
Tuesday and an 875 total.
GC&SU finished
second
(881), followed by Colum
bus State (883).
AASU tied with Francis
Marion for fourth.
Junior Chris Epperson
fired a final-round 72 and
finished tied for the lead
with a three-day 215 total,
but lost in a playoff for med
alist honors.
Junior Trey Kent fired a
final-round 76 and finished
with a 221 total. Ashley

Loyd (75, 225), Jonathan
Cox (78, 261) and Thomas
Whittaker (71, 230) round
out the No. 7-ranked Pi
rates' scoring.
AASU w ill next travel to
Jonesboro, Ga., on April 1920 for the Peach Belt Con
ference
Championships,
hosted by Clayton College &
State University. The tour
nament will be held at the
Lake Spivey Golf Club.
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Intramurals and Recreation
Spring 2004
Sports

Dates

Softball
Play begins Mar. 21st
Tennis Doubles Tour late march/ early April
5K Fun Run April 17th at AASU
Golf Tournament
April 16th at Southbridge Golf Course

Martial Arts
Capoiera
Karate

Mon. & Fri.
Thur.
Thur.

Miscellaneous
Pace the Nation

7:30-9pm(N.Balcony)
8:30-10pm(N.Balcony)
7-8:30pm (N.Balcony)

April 9th , 16th, 23rd
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Hittin' the
High Notes

Horoscopes:

By Madame
Noir

Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

a

sml522@students.armstrong.edu

Jars Rock Savannah

Aries
(March 20 - April 19):

Libra
(Sept. 22 - Oct. 22):

Avoiding the issue will not
make it go away. Choose the
most friendly way to express
your anger before it eats a hole
in your chest.

Some silly tradition may be
preventing you from pursuing
the one that's captured your eye.
Ask yourself how important those
traditions really are.

Taurus
(April 20 - May 19):

Scorpio
>
(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

Don't let tiredness cause you to
avoid your friends. Simply find
a more mellow activity you can
all enjoy.

You've been ignoring someone
who keeps making their interest
known. Maybe it is time to give he
or she a small chance.

Gemini
(May 20 • June 20):

Sagittarius
A™
(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

You may be having difficulty
deciding whether or not to
accept the invitation to the big
gathering this week. You should
go. Chances are you'll meet
someone nice.

A new co-worker will make
the job much more fun. Be nice
and watch a quality friendship
blossom.

o

In celebration of Savan
nah Fest 2004, renowned
Christian rock group, Jars
of Clay play ed three nightly
concerts at no cost to the
public.
Jars of Clay has been pro
ducing heartfelt, original
rock with Christian themes
since the early 90's. They
are most recognized for
their 1995 release, "Flood,"

Cancer

(June 21 - July 21):

which was even featured

on secular radio stations.
Besides a deliciously tragic
sound, Flood includes beau
tiful string accompaniment.
The three nights of free
music were filled with fel
lowship and spectacular
performances.
However,
poor advertising had Sa
vannah locals calling in to
radio stations excited about
the word of mouth buzz,
but confused as to where
Jars where. They were at
the Civic Center, but many
people found out too late.

Despite your peaceful nature,
enemies may reveal themselves
any day now. Don't hold back
in confrontation. They deserve
what they get.
Leo
& —
(July 22 - Aug. 22):
Being d ishonest to help your
friends does not make tHe action
right. It is time to let them face
the music.
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Capricorn
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
While friends and family cherish

you're one of a kind personality, it
often bewilders new comers. Give
new people time to adjust without
pressuring them.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 17):
While it has been difficult for you
to assert yourself lately, do not
become a human terminator now.
Some people love your personality
just the way it is.
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Virgo
"
(Aug. 23 - Sept. 21):

Photos compliments of
A. d e la Paz and
S. McBrayer

I, Robot
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Do not lose your cool when
your ex meets your current love
interest. In an intense situation
true colors are revealed. Let
them show you which is the
better mate.

story collection by Isaac
Asimov and brought to
the big screen by direc
tor Alex Proyas (Dark
City, The Crow). In the
year 2035, robots are
Status: Coming Soon
an everyday household
(July 16th, 2004)
Starring: Will Smith, item and everyone trusts
Bridget Moynahan ("The them, except one slightly
Genre:Action /Adventure Recruit"), James Crom paranoid
detective
and Science Fiction/ well ("Babe", "Sum of All (Smith)
investigating
Fantasy
Fears"), Alan Tudyk ("a what he alone believes is
Knight's Tale")
a crime perpetrated by a
Rated: Not yet rated
robot. The case leads him
Synopsis: Will Smith stars to discover a far more
Directed
by:
Alex in this action thriller in frightening threat to the
Proyas
spired by the classic short human race. (Y! Movies)

Pisces
JttSr
(Feb. 18 - Mar. 19):
Now that you've expressed
your anger, do not let yourself
be guilted into taking it all back.
Avoid the guilty party and let he or
she deed with the wrong he or she
has done.

Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

Movies of
thesW&eJo:
1. Hellboy
2. Walking Tall
3. Scooby-Doo 2
4. Home on the Range
5. The Prince 4 Me
Sasha's Pick:
Jersey Sir I

CVy
of they Weeh:
1. Usher: Confessions
2. Suns n' Roses:
Greatest Hits
3. Carl Thomas:
Let's Talk About I t
4. N*E*R*D:
Fly or Die
5. Master P: Sood Side
Bad Side
Sasha's Pick:
Cypress Hill:
Till Death Do Us Part

Arts & Entertainment
Artist of the Week:

FeFe Dobson
Amber Brown
Business Manager

April 17th:
Percussion Fanfare
Mario Incorvai a
Arts Marketing Director

Fefe Do bson, the newest
punk rocker from Canada
since Avril Lavigne, is mak
ing her way up to the top
with her first and only CD
"Fefe Dobson." Unfortu
nately for her, if her next
CD is like this one it will be
a slow road to the top. She
has the right style of dress
and attitude to meet her
full potential punk status,
however she lacks the abil
ity to make her songs more
rock and less pop. In no
way is she as bubblegum as
Britney and Christina, but
it's almost as if thats where
she got her lyrics from.
Singing
. „ about boys, love,,
dreams, an d life overall-as
roost young female artists
do--is absolutely fine, but
not really something you
can really bang your head
to or jump up and down

You can feel her inspriation from Kurt Cob ain come
out in the "Revolution
Song," which to me is about
her struggle with herself
and her feelings. Kurt Co
bain was a huge influence
in her life, along with
Madonna and the Red Hot
Chilli Peppers and her good
friend Avril Lavigne. With
these great role models and
practice from her upcoming
tour. I fe el that Fefe will be
a great punk rocker oneday.
I have high hopes for her
and will not give up on her
just yet. So tune into her
now, get to know her voice,
and be patient with her if
you're as disappointed with
this CD a s I w as. And luckily, her CD is only $9.99 at
Best Buy!

AASU's Depart matic then moves momen
ment of Art, Music tarily away from the pitched
& Theatre continues and distinct tones of the
its celebration of the marimba to the equally per
second annual Arm- cussive, but less distinctly
strongFest by pre pitched sounds of drums
senting percussion and woodblocks, when he
ist Stephen Primatic performs Greek composer
in a faculty recital on Iannis Xenakisi (Ya' nis Ze
Saturday, April 17 nak' is) Rebonds.
Incorporating the use of
at 7:30 p.m. in the
AASU Fine Arts Au recorded sound as part of a
ditorium.
live performance, Primatic
Primatic has pro will then perform along
grammed a diversely side a compact disc playing
interesting set of computerized sounds, as
music, written by, he provides live improvifor the most part, sational accompaniment o
composers
who, Sleep's Shifting Darkness,
undeservedly,
are by Bruce Reiprich (RT
largely unknown to prich). To close the pro
a significant por- ' gram, Primatic turns to the
tion of music listen composer who will be most
ers. To open the recognized on this concert,
recital, he renders Frenchman Darius Milhaud
a performance of (Me O'). Only months from
Japanese composer the thirtieth anniversary
Toshimitsu Tanaka's of this prolific composer's
Two Movements for death, Primatic will perform
Marimba, a freely Milhaud's Concerto for Ma
atonal unaccompa rimba and Vibraphone.
nied marimba solo Kevin Hampton, piano, ac
written in 1956. Pri companies Primatic on this

Faculty Lecture:

Raku Pottery

Mario Inco rvaia
Arts Marketing Director

Raku Pottery: tion with Armstrong Fest
From Completion to 2000. AASU's Department
Inception, a Robert of Art, Music & Theatre
Ingram Strozier Fac (AASU AMT) presents art
ulty Lecture Series faculty member, John Jen
Event will be pre sen, in a blazing lunchtime
about.
sented in conjunc- demonstration and lecture
titled Raku Pottery: From
Completion to Inception
on Friday, April 16 at 12:15
p.m. in AASU's Fine Arts
Hall, room 102.
Jensen will begin his
demonstration at the raku
kiln, a gas burning firing
device that is used to vit
rify, or harden, clay pots
January 15: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents Randall
by
applying temperatures
Reese, s axophone, in a faculty jazz quartet recital at 7:30 p.m. in the AASU F ine
upward of 1800 degrees
Arts Aud itorium. Also appearing on the program are legendary musician Bob AlFahrenheit to the clay. This
berti, Savannah's own Ben Tucker, and AASU's Stephen Primatic. Call 927.5381
from 11 a .m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, for ticketing information.
process also matures glazed
pottery to a polished glossy
shine. This first portion of
January 22: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents Michael
the demonstration is sure
Nestor, ba ssoon; in graduation recital at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Ad
to make a spectacular visual
mission is free. Call 927.5381 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, for information.
effect, as the smoke and fire
surrounding this process is
quite dramatic.

Fine Arts Calendar:

concluding piece.
Primatic, assistant profes
sor of m usic at AASU since
1997, directs the percussion
ensemble and indoor drum
line. Primatic is originally
from Wilkes-Barre Pennsyl
vania. He is currently com
pleting his doctoral studies
at the University of Georgia.
From 1992-1997, Steve was
an adjunct faculty mem
ber of Moravian College,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
where he taught percussion,
theory, jazz, and computer
applications to music. Steve
has maintained an active
career in performing jn both
classical and jazz styles.
As a jazz performer, Pri
matic lists Ellis Marsalis, A1
Grey, Jimmy Heath, George
Young, and Terrell Staf- ford amongst the names of
musicians with whom he
has collaborated. Some of
the' classical ensembles he
has played with include the
Savannah Symphony, Hil
ton Head Orchestra, Miami
Chamber Symphony, and
the New World Symphony.
Primatic holds a master's
of music degree from the
University of Miami and a
bachelor's of music degree
from Wilkes University.
General admission tick
ets to the Stephen Primatic
recital are available in ad
vance for $5 apiece at the
AASU AMT Box Office,

Following the kiln firing,
Jensen will lead observ
ers through a quick spin
around the pottery wheel.
He will discuss pottery,
ceramic sculpture, and clay
figurative sculpture, pro
viding examples from his
prolific personal oeuvre that
includes one of t he life size
sculptures drawn from his
recent "American Series".
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Campus Read opens the book on Flannery O'Connor
Karen Daiss
Staff Writer

What's all the buzz about
Flannery O'Connor?
The 60-80 students,
faculty, and community
members who attended
each event during last
week's Campus Read can
certainly paint a picture of
O'Connor's life and works.
The purpose of the Campus
Read whs to bring together
hundreds of people across
all classes and disciplines
to share in the same read
ing experience and unite
by reflecting on O'Connor's

works.
The week-long celebra
tion of Flannery O'Connor's
"A Good Man Is Hard To
Find" and other stories in
cluded highlights such as a
student discussion, footage
of O'Connor teaching her
chicken to walk backward,
a rare television interview,
a one-woman dramatic in
terpretation of O'Connor
herself, and field trips to
O'Connor's childhood home
in downtown Savannah.
With refreshments served,
the Community Book Dis
cussion held on Wednesday,
April 7, b egan with a panel
of students from English
1102 and the Special Top

ics Flannery O'Connor class
discussing their interpreta
tions of "A Good Man Is
Hard To Find."
Much of the discus
sion centered on religious
themes and symbols in
O'Connor's short stories.
The Book Discussion
concluded with a slideshow
of photographs taken by
Jason
Breneman.
His photographs, also
on display in Lane Library
for the week, represented
themes
in
O'Connor's
story, as well as her farm in
Milledgeville, GA.
Students in an Art His
tory course taught by Dr.

Jill Miller also presented
comparisons of O'Connor's
stories to a photograph rep
resentative of the time.
On Thursday, April 8, the
audience, which included
members of the Flannery
O'Connor Home Founda
tion, was treated to a view
of Flannery O'Connor in,
"In Her Own Words," a
one-woman performance by
Beverly Fatherree of Hinds
Community College in Ray
mond, Mississippi.
Hobbling about on crutch
es, as O'Connor did during
her life, Fatherree combined
humor and a bit of intensity
into her show by touching
on topics about O'Connor's

CUB, Southern Poetry Review,
and the Department of
La ngu ages, Lite rature, a n d
Philosophy present...

MUSICIANS

An ArmstrongFest event...

4.17.04

life, her works, her family,
her religion, and her pea
cocks.
Dr. Carol Andrews, As
sociate Professor of English,
commented on the feeling
of disbelief after seeing
Fatherree's show, stating
that she, "wanted to raise
her hand and ask Flannery
a question."
The attention and attrac
tion of students and faculty
brought forth to the Cam
pus Read was a success in
uniting people of different
backgrounds and interests
in with one common experi
ence.
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Poetry readings by two
remarkable poets...

VcM/id/ KCrby
Wedwietday, 14
12:10
Sci&nce/C&rter 2405
BculyarayHcvmhy
Thursday, April/15
12:10 pwv
Sobny Hall/110

ERIC CULBERSON
BLUES HAND
BLOODKIN
STEWART A
WlNFIELD BAND
$15 Admission

$10 students

GRAYSON STADIUM
P a r r I n
P • * k
4*turd* 1 April 1T„ £4(14

1 1a m- 11 u m

Sivan&ih, 3>or|It
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sinta*
a£'.s*asJ
* $111 r n*i n*H«MS!S!
fi£4i tsti.AfM
5P«»*wmi ar
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DODDFERRELLI*

THE TIM FOIL STARS
PARK BENCH TRIO
HAZEL VIRTUE
THE REDBELLY BAND

Acoustic
» (btfiRy MvssHBiit
»lotiraa Mtointe
* Caryl Wi
* Ife» Ma rata* fmilf

Come o u t and satisfy y o u r thirst f o r poetry 1 .

International Night in the Courtyard
Wed. April 14, 2004 @ 7pm-10pm
Compass Point Courtyard
Free food (intl dessert & Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band)

Opinions
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Let's just wander the streets...
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Chris Lancia
Editor

• The Student Govern
ment Association
at
Valdosta State Univer
sity recently passed a bill
requiring th e addition of
sexual o rientation to the
University's equal rights
clause.
Over the past two se
mesters, there has been
discussion at Armstrong
concerning the lack of the
same here.
Research has yielded
the fact that such a
clause does in fact exist
at A rmstrong, as shown
on page 320 of the 200304 Student Handbook. It
is clearly stated, under
"Definition of Harass
ment", that fair treatment shall be given to all
CLEANING, BITEWING X-

AYT

individuals,
regardless educator in the state may
of, "race, color, religion, be leaving because he's
gender, sexual orienta not being paid.
tion, national origin, age
Yet he gets consider
or disability".
ably more than most of
the educators in the state
• It seems that University who have been denied
A
M
System of Georgia (USG) any increases over the last
Chancellor Thomas C. couple of years.
Meredith may have per
Meredith was scheduled
sonal goals that supersede to make $480,450 this
his professional ones.
year, with the $180,000
He is concerned that the that was behind slated to
Board of Regents may not go into a direct retirement
Bake Sale
be able to pay his living fund as part of an execu
9:00 to 12:00 in Gamble Hall
expenses and other al tive deferral program.
12:00 to 1:30 in the Cafeteria
lowances, and therefore
The best part of the deal
has let them know that he is that the job in Tennes
Cookies, brownies, cakes, ect. for $.50 or
is actively seeking the top see, with a smaller sys
$1.00!
post in Tennessee.
tem, pays the same as the
The Regents fell through one in Georgia.
Silent Auction
on a $180,000 payment
It seems that some seri
Alpha Sigma Tau will be holding a silent
that was scheduled for ous reflection needs to oc
December 2003, and cur in Atlanta, as replac auction for items like a cooked meal, car wash,
were only able to pay ing the Chancellor with so
that amount within the many existing problems is and basket with candy and treats from 12:00 to
1:30 in the Cafeteria!
last month. The payment going to be very difficult.
came after word broke
If USG can't keep the
that Meredith may be on leader of the pack in
Need more info? Email Alpha Sigma Tau @
the way out.
place, how can we expect
AST_EpsilonGamma@yahoo.com
The ironic part of this the teachers at the bottom
whole mess is that the top of the pack to stay put?

Wednesday, April 14th

HEED A PLACE TO STORE YOUR STUFF OVER SUMMER?
Complete Household & Commercial Storage

RAYS fr FL0URIDE
TREATMENT

$10—General Public
$S Children under 18
Immediate family members of
A.ASU employees
Retired Military
Military Dependents
FREB -Faculty and staff of
AASU Students of AASU,
SSU, and GSU AASU ALUMNI
Senior Citizens age 60 and
over Active military Immedi
ate family members of student
hygienists
5ealants-$S per tooth
X-Rays—$10 for full mouth series

Storing ihe Stuff of Life

Boar's Head Brand deli meats & cheeses
Fresh breads baked from scratch daily
100% all-natural fresh fruit smoothies
The freshest chicken, tuna & egg salad
Garden salads & daily soups

or Panorex

Call 927-5309 for
an appointment!

Climate-controlled units: 5x10 - 10x30
Insurance Available
Business and professional record and document storage
Leases and month-to-month rentals
Moving supplies on-site
Student Discounts
Individual Door Alarms
FREE truck for customer use
Gate Access 7 days per wee: 6am - 9pm
Office Hours: 9am - 6pm Mon-Sat
lpm - 5pm Sun

midtowndeli.com
Show your ID card. Save money. Simple.
Discounts apply to all AASU students, faculty & staff.

Need health insurance but
think you can't afford it?
Stop by Student Affairs and
find out about the Student Ac
cident &? Sickness Insurance
Plan! You can get insured for
as little as $317 a year!
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Happenings

12 & April 7, 2004

AASU Calendar
For the latest info, log on to cove.armstrong.edul
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Looking for Love?
Well, we can't help with that, but the Inkwell does hold meet
ings every Monday at noon in the Inkwell office, located up
stairs in the Memorial College Center, Room 202. Bring a friend!

Open SGA Meetings
Every Monday at 12:05, the
Student Government Associa
tion holds weekly Senate meet
ings in University Hall, room
157. Senate meetings are open
to all students, faculty, and staff.
Everyone interested is encour
aged to attend.
Minutes for all recent SGA
Senate meetings are public re
cord and posted outside the SGA
Office located on the right side
of the upper level of the Memo
rial College Center.

14

12:00 pm-1:30 Macromedia Dreamweaver Workshop
MCC Annex Tech Room 103
2:00 pm AASU Baseball vs. Pfeiffer
Pirate Field
7:00pm- 9:00pm Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band
Compass Point Courtyard

15

7:oopm-8:30 pm Awards Convocation
Fine Arts Auditorium MCC 101

16

12:00pm - 2:00pm Student Scholarship Symposium
University Hall Rm 157

18

7:00 pm- 9:00 pm Hunter Safety Course
Ashmore Hall Auditorium

Quotes of the Week
"Everyday I get up and
look through the Forbes
list of the richest people in
America. If I'm not there, I
go to work"
-Robert Orben
"I really didn't say every
thing I said"
-Yogi Berra
"Gravitation can not be re
sponsible for people falling
in love."
-Albert Einstein

SGA Secretary Megan Moore
Email:sga@mail.armstrong.edu
Phone: 927"5350

For a complete calendar log onto
www.armstrong.edu

University Relations
• Armstrong to host ABCsession April 15
• AASU to Honor top students during ArmstrongFest
• Local writing Project's Teachers named Teachers of the
Year
For more information visit www.urelations.armstrong.edu!

Classifieds

HIRING!! $12/Hr, Creative Catering is now hiring servers. Must he clean cut,
hard working and available weekends. If you want to join our great staff call Amy
for an interview-341-3663

For Sale! 1994 Saturn, SL1, 5Spd., 4Dr., Sunroof: $1200. 36" RCA TV with enter
tainment center, DVD Player & RCA Stereo surround sound: $500. Futon with mat
tress: $100. Dining room table and chairs: $75.

Want to make a difference?? Check out College Democrats! A National Democrat
ic Organization devoted to informing and organizing students.
Check out the website: www.collegeedems.com or call (912) 272-3096 for more
information.
Together we can make a difference!

Models Wanted! S ports Illustrated type bathing suit models needed. Call

*FREE LUNCH MONDAYS*
Wesley Fellowship invites you to free lunch Mondays @ noon in
Ashmore Auditorium!
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!!!
Contact your Wesley campus minister, Melissa Traver @ (912) 236-0042 or
traver_m@hellsouth.net
Job Opening! Advertising Specialty Services has a vacant position for P/T Admin
istrative Assistant. Duties inlude, but are not limited to, handling incoming calls,
light typing, filing and various other office functions. Candidate must be proficient
in Microsoft Office and include Microsoft Outlook/ Outlook Express. Hours are
from 1 pm till 5:3Q pm Monday through Friday. Only those with upbeat and outgo
ing personalities need apply! Please contact Diana Morrison at 920.4901 or email:
Diana@adspecialtyservices.com to schedule an interiew.

912-232-9960 or email hloganl863@aol.com. Provide name, phone #, height/size,
availability info.Check website: www.hunterphotography.net
Graduation Reminder! If you are finishing your requirements in time for Decem
ber Graduation, please apply now! The deadline for application is two terms prior
to completeing requirements! Graduation Applications are available in the Office
of the Registrar and academic departments. For questions, contact your advisor
or Craig Morrison, Assistant Registrar at morriscr@mail.armstrong.edu"
EVERYONE IS WELCOME! Come join us for Early Childhood Education's Week
of the Young Child's SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR! April 12th - 16th. University Hall
-Atrium 2 Large variety of books for ALL ages. Checks, cash or charge accepted!
Special Presentation - Free to the public, sponsored by the Department of Early
Childhood Education. "Tapestry" - Two storytellers from two cultures, Arab and
Jewish, weaving together stoires, poetry, and songs as a step toward peace by B.J.
Abraham &• Audrey Galex. Thursday - April 15th, 4 - 5:30pm, University Hall -157

Armstrong Food Court Weekly Specials
Wednesday 14

Thursday 15

Friday 16

Monday 19

Three Alarm Burger
Chili-Cheese files
$5.29

Smoked Turkey and Sal
sa, low fat chips
$3.29

Vegetable Pizza Slice
Bottled Water
$2.99

BBQ Bacon Cheddar Burger
Cheese Fires
$4.69

Tuesday 20
Chicken Tuesday
1/4 Fried Chicken
Mashed Potatoes,
Vegetable, &? Roll
$4.59

